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Western Canada boasts an extensive selection of choices for post-secondary 
education. Leading academic institutions have gained national and international 
renown for their research contributions, innovative partnerships and excellence in 
equipping the next generation with the skills they need for succeeding in a 
changing economy.

Proposed topic highlights:
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION – World-leading insights and applications.
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE – Enhancing Canada’s reputation and 
competitiveness.
SUSTAINABILITY – Addressing issues like climate change and food and water 
security.
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION – Welcoming campuses and advancing 
reconciliation.

Wicked problems like water security require a collaborative approach, and researchers at the
University of Saskatchewan, including Corinne Schuster-Wallace, associate director of the

Global Water Futures program (bottom row left), are working with academic, industry and
community partners to design solutions that balance economic growth, social development

and environmental integrity. SUPPLIED

ater plays a central role in
every aspect of society, from

health and food security to eco-
nomic development. Disruptions to
water supplies – for example, due to
the floods, droughts or wildfires that
happen with increasing frequency
across Canada and the world –
should serve as wake-up calls and
inspire action.
“Wicked problems like water

security require a systems approach
that looks at balancing economic
growth, social development and en-
vironmental integrity,” says Corinne
Schuster-Wallace, water-health re-
searcher and associate director of the
Global Water Futures (GWF) program
and member of the Global Institute
for Water Security at the University
of Saskatchewan (USask).
“To find sustainable solutions,

particularly in the water and health
space, we need extensive partner-
ships and transdisciplinary collabora-
tions; we also need to pay special
attention to equity, diversity and
inclusion.”
The connection between water

and health, climate change and sus-
tainable development is illustrated
by the United Nations (UN) Sustain-
able Development Goals (SDGs). The
“water goal” – SDG 6 – is closely
linked to all other goals, including
SDGs 3, 5 and 13, which focus on
health, gender equity and climate
change, says Dr. Schuster-Wallace,
who previously held the role of se-
nior research fellow (water-health) at

the UN University Institute for Water,
Environment and Health.
“Yes, we are talking about water;

we are talking about sustainable
development. But we need to
consider these issues from a social
and environmental justice perspec-
tive, because ultimately, this is about
people,” says Dr. Schuster-Wallace.
“That’s why the overarching goal of
the SDGs – to leave no one behind –
is so important.”

LEVERAGING RESEARCH STRENGTH
FOR GLOBAL IMPACT
Universities have an essential role in
helping to address complex global
challenges, believes Baljit Singh,
USask’s vice-president, Research.
“In addition to education, universi-
ties are charged with creating new
knowledge – and getting that
knowledge to communities where
it can make a difference. I’m a fan
of the SDGs because they speak to
the aspirations of humanity to make
life better for everyone, not only in
Canada but globally.”
Dr. Singh sees achieving meaning-

ful impact at the community level as
a key indicator of success. “Beyond
the number of dollars we attract and
the number of papers we publish,
we want to see our scholars mak-
ing a tangible difference,” he says,
adding that he welcomes the Times
Higher Education’s focus on rankings
aligned with the SDGs.
USask’s global standing according

to SDG impact is impressive: it in-
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Driven by its vision of “a world
where the performing arts reflect
our society, challenge us, and
inspire human transformation,”
the Canadian College of Perform-
ing Arts integrates volunteerism,
community engagement and the
exploration of societal issues and
trends into its comprehensive train-
ing programs.
“Our goal is to develop thought-

ful, engaged and creative perform-
ers who are advocates not only for
their own careers but also for the
under-represented in their commu-
nities,” says CCPA managing artistic
director Caleb Marshall. “We ex-
plore issues and align training with
current social justice movements
to foster open-mindedness within
our ranks and to encourage public
discourse through our students’
creative agency and performances.”
Since its founding in 1998, CCPA’s

annual season-opening Concert
of Remembrance reflects a spirit
of camaraderie as students sing

Education is often referred to as the
“new buffalo” for its power to nour-
ish communities. Yet Indigenous
people in Canada have traditionally
faced significant barriers, especially
in post-secondary education. In re-
sponse, Lethbridge College, which
is located on the traditional territory
of the Blackfoot Confederacy, has
developed Indigenous Career Path-
ways (ICP), a one-year certificate
program aimed at ensuring the
success of First Nations students.
“We now have some choices

about our education,” says Marcia
Black Water, a member of the
Blood Tribe/Kainai Nation and
Indigenous co-ordinator of the col-
lege’s Centre for Applied Arts and
Sciences, who “loves designing
curriculum and thinking of new and
innovative ways to help students
learn.”
Lethbridge College, where

approximately seven per cent of
students identify as First Nations,
has always been committed to

solemn and reverent harmonies
reflecting on service and sacrifice,
says Marshall. Offered to parishes,
Legions, long-term care homes
and the public, he says this annual
concert brings audiences a renewed
sense of hope and connection.
Today, CCPA’s community

engagement efforts also include a
winter carolling celebration offered
to hospitals and not-for-profits;
accessible performance space;
residencies for emerging artists;
inclusive relaxed performances; and
most recently joining forces with
numerous arts organizations to pro-
vide an IBPoC Leadership Internship.
“From ensuring cultural authentic-

ity to considering how a tradition-
ally binary art form can embrace
non-binary casting, we strive to
create an environment free of body-
shaming and which supports men-
tal wellness and work-life balance
in an industry that has traditionally
not prioritized those issues,” says
Marshall.

nurturing a close relationship with
local Indigenous communities. And
operational goals include working
towards reconciliation, decoloniz-
ing the educational institution and
indigenizing curriculum, says Kevin
Smith, dean of the Centre for Busi-
ness, Arts and Sciences.
The ICP program, he explains,

was created to “allow students
to develop academic skills while
expanding cultural awareness of
the history and contemporary is-
sues affecting Indigenous Peoples
in Canada, but also to give them
an increased knowledge of post-
secondary opportunities.”
Throughout their enrolment,

students are supported by a “circle
of services,” says Black Water. This
includes career and academic advis-
ing, cultural support, an events cal-
endar and the Niitsitapi Gathering
Place, where students can tap into
“community and family support to
ensure they feel comfortable and
connected.”

cludes ranking 16 on partnerships for
the goals, 17 on sustainable cities and
communities, 22 on good health and
well-being – and an overall impact
ranking of 58.
These results are, in part, due to

the university’s world-class research
facilities that include Canada’s only
synchrotron, renowned institutes for
food and water security, leading crop
development and vaccine research
centres, and an integrated health
sciences complex. USask also draws
on a cadre of outstanding social
scientists, humanists and artists to
tackle “the big challenges and op-
portunities that will define human-
ity,” says Dr. Singh. “Our researches
are looking to advance ‘one health,’
a concept that takes people, animals
and the environment into account.”
In addition, USask hosts GWF,

the largest university-led freshwater

research program with more than 170
partners worldwide and “over 1,000
researchers from different disciplines
across Canada, who are working
towards developing tools, advancing
knowledge and engaging with com-
munities, stakeholders and rights
holders to better understand and
prepare for all water futures,” says Dr.
Schuster-Wallace.

WATER SECURITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL
JUSTICE
Research shows that water secu-
rity and climate stability are closely
linked. Adverse weather events – for
example, the 2021 atmospheric rivers
that caused severe flooding in British
Columbia and Atlantic Canada – can
disrupt critical water infrastructure.
“Canada – and especially the North

– has been warming at rates far

higher than the average expected
rates,” says Dr. Schuster-Wallace,
who suggests that adaptation mea-
sures need to be based on climate
models “and managed for future
rather than historical conditions.”
Researchers are already making

an impact, emphasizes Dr. Singh,
with models of water availability in
Saskatchewan waterways informing
agricultural practices, for example.
“We are connecting research to
policy,” he says. “When you look at
the development of Saskatchewan
as a province, research at USask has
made a large contribution, espe-
cially to achievements in agriculture,
water and energy. And we hope to
advance SDGs globally by sharing
this knowledge.”
Dr. Schuster-Wallace proposes

that designing impactful water and
climate solutions requires a strong
equity, diversity and inclusion focus,
and this starts with research. “We
have to ask who creates the research
questions and whether some voices
are being prioritized while others
may be overlooked,” she says.
“If the people at risk of being left
behind are not considered, policies
and programs are not going to meet
their needs.”
In Canada, for example, “we don’t

have universal access to drinking
water and sanitation, and there are
still some long-term drinking water
advisories in place, especially in
First Nations communities,” says
Dr. Schuster-Wallace, who believes
such challenges need to be tackled
in respectful collaboration with com-
munities.
“We need to co-create a new

Canada Water Act with Indigenous
communities,” she says. “There is
much we can learn from Indigenous
worldviews that see water not as a
commodity but as part of a system,
where people, animals, water and
land are all connected – and need to
be in balance.”

THE INNOVATION ADVANTAGE
The commitment to ensure diverse
voices are represented not only
makes policies and programs more
inclusive – it brings another advan-
tage: “It has been demonstrated
that diversity is a huge catalyst for
innovation,” explains Dr. Schuster-
Wallace. “When diverse perspectives
come together, you create solutions
that address multiple needs.
“Greening our campus, for ex-

ample, can benefit the health of our
students, staff and faculty as well as
improve our environmental footprint
and therefore make a difference for
climate change.”
What’s more, insights from

measures that make the campus
more sustainable and equitable can
potentially be scaled and applied to
the wider society, says Dr. Schuster-
Wallace. “We’re ideally suited [to test
solutions] because we are able to
bridge research, teaching and learn-
ing. We can bring the world into our
classroom – and the classroom into
the world.”
USask recently released an

ambitious sustainability plan that
envisions reducing emissions by 45
per cent by 2030 compared to 2010
levels, says Dr. Singh, who adds that
students widely embrace efforts that
tackle environmental impact, start-
ing with seemingly small personal
habits and choices – and extending
to participation in university or com-
munity projects.
“Students are change agents,” he

says. “When it comes to taking ac-
tion on social, political and environ-
mental issues, much of the impetus
comes from our students.”
Today – during the decade of

action on sustainable development
– USask is helping to advance the
three priorities outlined by the UN:
to mobilize everyone everywhere; to
demand urgency and ambition; and
to supercharge ideas to solutions.
“That’s our responsibility as the

‘university the world needs,’” adds
Dr. Singh.
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